
MTAS INDIVIDUAL STUDENT REPORT (ISR)

QUICK GUIDE
An Individual Student Report (ISR) is generated for every student 
participating in the assessment and for students who did not 
participate showing why results are not included (absent, test 
invalidated, medical excuse, not attempted, not completed, not 
enrolled, parent refusal, wrong grade, and no test data available). 
The ISR for a participating student describes an individual 
student’s performance in terms of overall results, performance 
level, and Minnesota Academic Standards for each subject.

For grades 3–8, multi-subject ISRs for MTAS are generated. 
Reports for students who did not participate in all the 
assessments will indicate the reason, or that no test is available.

High School Reports
At the high school level, an ISR for each 
subject/grade combination is generated: 
Grade 10 Reading, Grade 11 Mathematics, 
and high school Science. Students may 
take Science in any grade (9–12) depending 
on coursework completion. ISRs are also 
generated for non-participation reasons.

For more information on ISRs, refer to the Interpretive 
Guide for Minnesota Assessment Reports, available on 
the Individual Student Reports (ISRs) Resources page 
under Reporting Resources on PearsonAccess Next. 
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1. Student Demographic Information—Demographic information for the 

student, including: Student Name, Grade, School, District, Date, and 
Assessment.
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2. Performance Meter—For each reported subject, performance is indicated 
graphically and described in relation to the alternate achievement 
standards. 
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3. Overall Results—For each reported subject, performance is indicated by a 
student scale score, performance level, and performance level description. 

 A scale score represents one of four performance levels for each subject: 
Exceeds the Alternate Achievement Standards, Meets the Alternate 
Achievement Standards, Partially Meets the Alternate Achievement 
Standards, or Does Not Meet the Alternate Achievement Standards.

 State average scores are provided for comparison.
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4. MTAS Scoring Rubric—The 0–3 rubric used by the Test Administrator 

administering the test to score MTAS tasks.

5. Performance Details—For each subject, performance is presented and 
described in terms of the alternate achievement standards. Additionally, 
content areas within extended standards for the subjects are listed and 
described with performance indicated. Performance is reported in points 
earned compared to points possible for each content area and the total. 
State averages for the content areas and total are provided for comparison. 
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6. Reading Access—Describes how the student accessed the reading 

passages. For Reading MTAS only, during test administration the 
Test Administrator indicates how the student accessed each reading 
passage. The choices available for each passage are: the passage was 
read independently by the student, the student read along with the Test 
Administrator, and the Test Administrator read the passage to the student.

The last page of the ISR includes FAQs, the school district’s address, and may 
include the student’s address. 

Scanning the Quick Response code in the lower 
right corner with a smart phone, tablet, or other 
device with code scanning capabilities will 
automatically direct the device to the Individual 
Student Reports (ISRs) Resources page under 
Reporting Resources on PearsonAccess Next.
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